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generai practice to renovate (jirAoddhara) existing shrines without much alteration of their
6riginal'form and design. On the whole, Dr. Harle has compiled an immense amount of
maieriat on the temple and its Gopuras which makes the book an important work of
reference for scholars interested in South Indian architecture and iconography. The book is
profusely illustrated, which considerably enhances its value; an index would have been

equally useful.
Pnlu,.pa.otrv.q. PA.r.

,Y-s, ltbb
Drn nuonnIsrISCHE Pr,.c.stlr CEyroNs. By Hnmz Moor. pp. 147,175 plates, 12 line drawings,

map. Leipzig, Seemann, 1963.

This book deals with sculpture in Ceylon before European colonization. It is pleasantiy
produced, and the plates give ieaders a! excellent chance to appreciate the masterpieces and
inany minor worlis, though where tle same sub_jects are selected the illustrations in
Devendra's short book on scuipture of the Anurddhapura period are often _superior' Tire
text, however, is disappointingly unambitious for the flrst scholarly survey devote.d to the
fieid. There aie no additions to'our factual knowledge, and no new conjectures about the

content or function of any work discussed. Sociai and ideoiogical .context are barely
mentioned. For dating and iionography the author necessarily leans heavily on the Ceylonese

authorities, notably P-aranavitana, who has originated virtuaily all the interesting ideas in th-e

fleld. The author iluly mentions his iconographic conjectures but rarely commitsfrimself
beyond calling them "haring". On dating and style he offers s.ome disagreements with Parana-
vitina, tendirig like Devendra to give earlier dates and to discount Indian influence. As he

adduces no new materiai his arguments rest principally on formal ,analysis; f,or instance,

arguing on grounds of compositiol thqt_ at Isurumuniya the relief of man with horse could
we"il be"cont*emporary with the relief of lovers (there, is no concrete .evidence either way) he

savs. "Here too a system of diagonais . . . is opposed to a texture of vertical and horizontal
supports". In gen6rai Professor Mode adopls a dating.schema of_.stiff (but.charming)
arifiaism, classical maturity, and stereotypeil decadence (corresponding roughly to early
Anurddhipura, late Anuracihapura, and Pofonnaruva periods); but this simpiistic approach
has oitfaili of which he showi himself not unaware when he describes the Gai Vihdraya
siutitures at Polonnaruva, aimost the oniy secureiy dated (reign of Parakramabahu I,
ll5j-86) Buddhi images which are also tblerab.ly preserved, as^ "archaicizing"' In the

ibr"n.. of *ore dependlable criteria might it not be better-and briefer-to ad-mit ignorance?
The author's siometimes indignanf(see especially note 45) repudiation of conteTporary

rndian influence on Ceylonese art may be justifled; but contentious In-dian parallels are

neither iilustrated nor fully described, so the reader must go elsewhere to form a judgement-

inii aeniat of iater Indianinfluence is necessary to the book's one new thesis-its main idea,

tn""gt ii occurs only in the opening and ciosing pagesj Ceylonese art came to Ceylon with
Buddhism from the Mauryan-Couri of ASoka, and as it is very conservative it allows us to

.""onitr,r"t what Mauryan art was like. So little authentic Mauryan ar,t survives..that
speculation is easy and maybe even de_sirable; but the evidence Professor Mode supplies. rs

,'ot r"*5,.,rittg: nudAhist sculpture in Ceylon must have had a model; fo1 !!e "sceptics who

believe in fac-ts" there are a few motifs, mainly pan-Indian (which couid be due.to,post-
Mauryan influence); but the principal object of :culpture, the Buddha statue, must be based

;;d;k" himseli'not on hii appiatarrc! @hichwas perhaps never portrayed) but on his

personality !' The bulk of the text consists of descriptions of the works illustrated and a few others'

So*" i.uaiit may feei that where there is a photo such a description is redundant, whe.re

tfr"r. ii"on" ii iJ ioua.quate. A few photos'(notably the last) are too small to show tlre
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point the author is making. Some minor flaws may irritate specialists: the author uses
diacritics sporadically (for which he apologizes) and also sometimes incorrectly, and trans-
literation is utterly inconsistent. The copious references have unfortunately not blen arranged
into a bibliography' 

RT.HARD GoNrsRrcH.

A Hlstonv oF rHE SxHs. Yol. I: 1469-1839. By KHusnw^LNr SrNcn. pp. xiii, 419. Princeton,
Princeton University Press; London, Oxford University press, 1963.

Sardar Khushwant.Singh's first volume has already been reviewed in several periodicals,
but almost all of the reviews seen.by the present reviewer have concentrated upon the second
and third sections of the book (the post-Guru period). The principai critiiism which has
been made of these two. sections is that they offer little more-than b chronicle of political
eyents and of the activities of the soldiery. Social conditions and religious development are
largely ignored, and little effort is made to analyse the events which are recoided. The
criticism is a valid one,.but having been made several times it requires no repetition. This
review will concentrate instead upon the first section (the background and the period ofthe
Gurus) and related appendices.

There are four serious criticisms which must be made of this first section. The first
conc€rns the author's use of his sources, and in particular his use of the janam-sdkhis. The
descriptions which he gives of theTanam-sakhis are inaccurate in many details and we must
take issue with the use which he makes of them. The author does indeed acknowledge their
in{lequacy b. 299), but he nevertheless uses them in a manner which rarely involves a
sufficient degree of caution. In general he follows the customary method of accepting the
so-called Purdtan Janam-sdkht (which he erroneously catls "a compendium of ail ihe other
janamsakhis" [p.. 30, ,r. lz}, minus its miracles and anything else which is plainly legendary,
and supplementing it with details drawn from other janam-sdkhis or fronLeven iatei works.
This was the method followed by Macauliffe and it does not yield a historically accurate
acgount. For two points in his narrative of the life of Guru Ndnak he claims the support of
relics which have been discovered in Bengal and Baghdad, but accords to them a trusf which
neither warrants. Much of the material for the remainder of the first section is drawn from
slmi.lar.iV unreliable sources. In many cases his ultimate source is Santokh Singh's Sr7ra7
Prakdi, and in some places he evidently accepts Macauliffe as a sufficient authority.

The second criticism concerns the author's interpretation of the religion of Guru
NSnak (the only effort he makes to discuss at any length the religious content of Sikh
history). Here we must disagree with two of the basic assumptions which lie behind his
interpretation. The first of these assumptions is expressed in the claim that "sikhism was
born out of a wedlock between Hinduism and Islam" (p. 17). The true antecedents of the
thought of Guru Ndnak are to be found in the Sant tradition of Northern India, a tradition
which was certainly influenced by Sufi beliefs, but not to the extent indicated by the author's
tigure or by his other references to Muslim influence. The second is the statement that Guru
Nanak equated God "with the abstract principle of truth" (p. 40). This is misleading in that
tt implies a denial of personality, and its acceptance must inevitably vitiate any attempt to
tnterpret the religious thought of Guru N6nak.

The third criticism is that many of the translations, both from the Adi Granth and from
the Purdtan Janam-sdkhi, are inaccurate. In many cases accuracy has evidently been
sacrificed in the interests of the translator's literary style. Not all of the quoted extracts are
correctly identified and in all cases of extracts from the Adi Granth we are given only the
name of the author and of the rrig in which it occurs. This can mean considerable laborir for
the person who wishes to consult the original. It is labour which could have been obviated,
fo-r every iabad and, ilok in the Adi Grarlth is numbered and there is a standard pagination
of the Adi Granth.


